Rapid ERP Modernisation
Supercharge Your People Support & Management Capability Fast!

Future Proofed Technology to Help You Thrive Through Dramatic Change
At QUANTIQ, we understand that often the fear of the process is what puts organisations off modernising their operations and are
delighted to have developed a solution which gives you the flexibility to start with the functions you need right now and adapt as
your business grows.
If you are an organisation who needs a quality, modern ERP solution with best in-class functionality read on!

What is QUANTIQ’s HR QuickStart Package?
HR QuickStart is our Configuration and Implementation of Microsoft’s full HR Solution, Microsoft Dynamics 365 HR. A perfect
enabler for modernising your workforce experience.
Since its beginning, QUANTIQ have been at the forefront of Dynamics 365 HR. Benefit from our team’s many years of configuration
experience, with our Out of the Box HR QuickStart Solution – enhanced with a number of international coding standards and
additional extras to springboard your success.
The Out of the Box package provides best-practice user-training, strengthened by our extensive experience in getting the best from
your new Human Capital Management (HCM) solution.
With QUANTIQ’s experience and expertise, you can be assured that our solutions cover all your HR requirements.
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QUANTIQ’s HR QuickStart - The Process
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QUANTIQ’s HR QuickStart
Organisational Management
Org Hierarchy | Jobs and Positions | Employee Profile | Personnel
Management | Task Management | Business Process | Compliance
Employee Experience

Microsoft
Dynamic 365
Human
Resources

Employee Self Service | Manager Self Service | Employee Development |
Performance Reviews | Goals and Skills | Training and Certification
Compensation and Benefits
Fixed and Variable Plans | Performance
Leave and Absence
Plans | Requests | Employee Eligibility | Contractor Eligibility
Health and Safety
Injury and Illness | Cases
Extensibility
Dataverse | Analytics & Power BI | PowerApps | Microsoft Flow | Microsoft
AI | Microsoft Cloud
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The Benefits of HR QuickStart
1

Efficient: Reduce administration, systems, and spreadsheets with a consolidated solution for People Management,
Performance, Onboarding, Offboarding, Leave and Absence and Health and Safety. Drive out single point of capture
with Manager and Employee Self Service with our ready-made workflows and security profiles.
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Cost Effective: HR QuickStart is delivered for the Fixed Price of £9,995* with no hidden costs.
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Sustainable: Standard and Streamlined functionality that receives the latest ongoing updates from Microsoft sustained
HR investments.
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Improved Processes
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Additional Add-Ons*:
Option 1: Enhance your out of the box Business Intelligence with our accelerator for PowerBI. Perfect if you want to
expand the analytics provided and accelerate the foundations of your PowerBI deployment.
Continuous Improvement and Development: Alongside Microsoft and our Partners, we are committed to developing
HR QuickStart with new Add-Ons including Recruitment, Expenses, and Time and Attendance.

Learn More
Our clients can tell you that our expertise in streamlining business processes means we consult with a “less is more” approach to
release benefits early. Dynamics HR is fully customisable using the low/no code approach provided by the Power Platform using
ready made solutions, or by developing the solution out yourselves. So, If you’re ready to learn more about getting up and running
with HR QuickStart get in touch with our experts today and we can measure your needs.

•

Terms and Conditions apply. For full details, contact us.

•

The Fixed Cost of HR QuickStart is £9,995.00 (excl. VAT). This is the cost as of November 2020, QUANTIQ reserve the right to amend.

•

Add-ons are not included within the Fixed Cost and are chargeable. Any software required is not included in the Fixed Cost.

•

Client will purchase licenses from QUANTIQ.

•

Available to for a single legal entity setup only. A legal entity could represent a country or a company.

•

HR QuickStart is delivered 100% remotely.
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